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The Snoqualmie region is within easy day-hiking distance for Seattle area hikers, but it's the

abundance of stunning scenery that draws most outdoor lovers to these trails. This new edition of

Day Hiking: Snoqualmie Region includes new hikes and extends to new areas not covered in the

first edition: 136 day hikes in all! New hikes, for example, have been added in the Blewett Pass

area, the area north and northwest of Greenwater, east along the I-90  corridor as far as Ellensburg,

and west along I-90 as far as Puget Sound. In addition, each hike has been checked and updated,

more than half of all photographs are new, and there is an all-new eight-page color-photo insert.
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This is the 2nd edition of this flagship Seattle area day hiking book published by The Mountaineers

Books. The first edition of the book was seriously flawed, with a number of major and minor errors

and even a few chapters on hikes that should have not been included in the book. From my quick

review of the new edition, the really bad hike chapters, such as the Rooster Mountain debacle, are

thankfully gone. There are number a number of new hikes included, too. The overall selection of

hikes is good, with an interesting mix of the popular favorites and some lesser known trails. The

same compact and clean format of the book has been retained, which I like. Topographic maps

included in the chapters are clear and readable. It will take time to uncover any problems with the

new edition, but for now I can recommend this guidebook for anyone looking for hiking options near

Seattle.



Great book however the first one I received was missing a bunch of pages! I did a return w  and the

replacement seemed fine. Lots of good hikes, many along I-90 including a few that were new to me.

Great book if you want to do some hiking. A wide range of hikes are included in the book.

Love this entire series of books. Very informative & incredibly helpful! I take them everywhere. Plus,

purchasing the book series gives back a little to Washington Trails Association which is always a

great idea.

This book is amazing. The maps and pictures are excellent and there is a comprehensive list of

hikes to do with accurate difficulties and descriptions. I live in the Snoqualmie Pass area and use

this all of the time to find last minute hikes to do with my wife and our dog.

This is a good book, we are just casual hikers, but have done a couple hikes from the book, it is

good to know what is ahead of you so you can be prepared. Our Daughter and Son in law are super

avid outdoors people, and rock climbers, they were looking at it, and said it seemed like a useful

book and contained useful information, with many great hikes listed and defined. I am glad I bought

this, and say it is the best book of the three we have from the series.

I use this book all the time. There's tons of information in it, that's pertinant to know before the trip,

but not an overwhelming amount. Love it! I love the sections for each hike of how to extend your

trip.

It appears Mr. Nelson either has not been to the Tiger Mountain region or his editing is poor. He

numbers the trail hikes and directions. In just one small area, three trail heads on to Tiger Mountain,

he has mixed up two of three trail heads. I am from this area. In addition, just from hike #1-15, there

are missing trail guides on some and I was lead to believe there would be trail maps of each hike. I

am skeptical of the rest of the book at this point. I am considering returning the book.

This is a Mountaineers book and is well expressed with the usual clarity the I have expected in our

Seattle Mountaineers books over many years. The one that is displayed here is in the hands of

Patrol Leaders and Adults in the Scout Troop that I serve as their Commissioner. They are planning

and organizing hikes as I write. The greatest issue with trip planning is the coordination of segments

of Calendar time for both kids and adults; everyone is just too busy, so group outings are a



challenge to offer because of so many scheduling conflicts in this electronic Age.
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